Multiculturalism Policy
A Terrain of Struggle for Immigrant Women
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People from different political persuasions have called for the elimination of multiculturalismpolicy. They
say that it has been totally ineffective
in fighting racism and has instead
served as a means to control ethnic
groups (Bejeau 13).Others haw called
for
the
elimination
of
multiculturalism saying that it is a
drain on government resources
(Gairdner 432). People on both the
"left" and the "right" advocatethrowing out multiculturalism policy and
reverting back to laissez-faire policies
regarding racism and racial conflict.
O n the other hand, Ng et al. show
the "contradictions and advantagesn
of receiving state funding, specificallyfor work by immigrant women's
organizations. While they examine
how community organizations become extensions of the state apparatus through the mechanism of funding, they also reveal how community
workers are constantly "testing and
pushing the boundaries of statefunded activities" (Stasiulis 81).
In normal times, the state legitimizes the status quo and maintains
ideological hegemony. This means
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ized.
Wotherspoon
has discussed the
process of establishing
- and maintaining ideological hegemony
achieved by the active involvement
and consensus of people in subordinate positions (9). Multiculturalism
as state policy and practice has thus
become an ideology.
I will point out the various processes by which the state, in particular
the Multiculturalism Directorate, has
fulfilled its legitimization function
particularlywhereimmigrantwomen
areconcerned. I will analyse the state's
role by deconsuucting an internal
document titled MulticulturalismPrioritirsaswell as by criticallyexamining the contemporary history of
immigrant women's organizations
derived from personal participation
and observation.

Blaming the victim
The first paragraph
Multinrltur+Prioritirsstates
following:

of
the

Immigrant women are isolated
both within their own and the
larger society,often as a result of
limiting cultural traditions and
lack of basic life skills, particularly official language acquisition (Secretary of State).
A "blame the victim" scenario is

painted here. The low socio-economic
position and isolation of immigrant
women is seen as being a result of
"limiting of cultural traditions," and
their "lack of skills," particularly a
lackof "official languageacquisition,"
The indigenous cultures of immigrant women are seen as inherently
conservative and pathological, not
oriented to developing a high level of
selfesteemor self identity, and therefore, success in social life. No mention is made of the systemic racism
and sexism experiencedby immigrant
women which lead to their exclusion
from the larger society. The denial of
training opportunities in official language programs through the imposition of a criteriaofpriority, for example being "bread winners," or being
an "independent immigrantnetc., are
not even hinted at even though report after report (including those
commissioned by the government)
have confirmed this reality (Estable
and Meyer).
What is meant by isolation "within
their own society" is a mystery given
the fact that immigrant women are
oftenverywell integratedwithin their
own community-based organizations
and institutions. Isolation due to sexism within their own communities is
not unique to immigrant women. It
is a reality for all women in all societies. T o suggest otherwise is to engage
in the most gross example of ethnocentrism.
Another popularly accepted reason for the isolation of immigrant
women is "lack of information." In
keeping with the attitudes of
multiculturalism policy, this reasoning lays the blame for the isolation
and exclusion of immigrant women
on the "ignorance" ofthevictim. The
implication is that immigrant women's liberation from oppression will
be achievedif they become more educated, more knowledgeable. It once
again removes the focus of analysis
away from the power inequalities ex-
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isting in society which deny women
in general, and immigrant women in
particular, equal opportunities in life.
Anti-racism transformed to mce
relations
In
another
section
of
Multi~~(IturaIism-Priorities,there is
a special paragraph devoted to the
other priority target group-separate
from "immigrant womenn-namely,
"visible minorities." This implies that
the two target groups are mutually
exclusive, which is far from the truth.
Although there is a recognition of the
power inequalities that foster racism,
policy recommendations again focus
on "cross cultural communication,"
"race relations," and "multiculturalism in education." Under the
rubric of cross-cultural communications, promotion of "cross cultural
understanding"
- is advocated. Underlying this strategy is an understanding
of discrimination as being attitudinal
in origin, as being a product of mis-

understanding, a communication
problem which can be corrected by
understandingand information-sharing-not power sharing.

Expansive hegemony
One of the approaches recommended in MuIticuhraIism-Priorities actually incorporates the aspirations of immigrant women who have
been organizing collectively to oppose class, gender, and racist discrimination through community development efforts (Das Gupta 12). This is
an example of "expansive hegemony,"
using Gramscian terminology. The
ruling class, in particularstate institutions, will absorb some demands of
the "grassroots" in order to neutralize
popular resistance. It would rather
permit reform around access issues as
far as its institutional structures are
concerned than be made vulnerable
at its core social relations.
In the case of immigrant women,
the government's approach is to "encourage research and educational
materials directed at the specificproblemsofimmigrantwomen."It isnoteworthy that considerable data exists
testifying to the specific problems of
immigrant women. Much of this research has been produced by community development organizations.
So, the thrust for "more research" can
be seen as a tactic for inaction as far as
immigrant women are concerned. It
is also another way of de-legitimizing
research conducted by the community of immigrant women through a
processofnon-recognition,thus making immigrantwomen and their work
invisible. This lays the stage for academic researchers and consultants to
corner this sphere of knowledge production by, in effect, re-naming age
old realities.
Community development by
immigrant women
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I want to turn my attention now to
the community development efforts
of immigrant women in Ontario
roughly from the 1970sto the 1980s.
Immigrant women and women of

colour started organizing extensively
in the mid-1970s. In Toronto,
Women Working with Immigrant
Women ( m ) evolved as an informal group of women who began
meeting to provide support to each
other and to share information about
their work with immigrant women.
Organizations developed all over
Ontario addressing issues of employment, health, and English language
classes (Das Gupta 17). Immigrant
women and women of colour were
making an impact on other "mainstream" institutions and movements
such as the labour movement and the
women's movement (Leah 166). By
1978, the Multiculturalism Directorate had commissioned a study on the
needs of immigrant women and on
programs aimed at immigrant
women.
The Multiculturalism Directorate's
growing interest in the demands of
immigrant women's organizations
was symbolized by a National Conference it organized in 1981, where
WWIW (Toronto) was invited to organize the plenary session. While
WWIW saw it as an opportunity to
dialogue directly with policy makers,
the government may have seen the
conference as a process of legitimizing itself by "consultating" with the
most outspoken community organization of immigrant women at the
time.
In subsequent years, the relationship between the federal government
and community developmentgroups
was, in my opinion, ambiguous. The
ambiguity and tension persisted because many of the community organizations were directly critical of
certain governmentpolicies and practices as being antithetical to the principle of the right to self-determination of immigrant women. The issue
of "representation" has been a bone
of contention in almost every major
consultation process, coalition building, and conference. The underlying
theme of such contestation has been
the issue of state control over immigrant women's movements in Canada.
It started in 1976 when government
officials who had been part of m

the Minister ofMulticulturalismheld
another "consultation" meeting in
1985. Thirty-seven women, ostensibly from national immigrant and "visible minorityn women's groups and
ethno-cultural organizations, were
hand-picked to attend the meeting.
Notably, some of the activist immigrant and anti-racist community
workerswere not invited to this event.
Hence, we saw an example of the
state organizing, naming, and limiting the "representatives" of immigrant
and
We take an active role in reproducing our
women of colour
communities.
subordination, not because of our psychological
The underlying
or moral degmeratz'on, but because of our
process included
location within hierarchies of class and racism.
recognizing individual women as
spokespersons,integrating them into state discourse
the official spokespersons of all imand structures, thereby legitimizing
migrant women in Canada. A strugstate policies and practices while
gle ensued involving a concerted efmarginalizing entire communities of
fort by community organizations of
immigrants and women of colour.
immigrant women chiefly from OnThese hand-picked consultants detario. The groups loudly denounced
veloped a brief that refined the recthe process that had been followed
ommendations made at the 1981
and replaced it with a democratic,
conference on immigrant womendecentralized, grassroots approach to
another exercise in recycling knowlforming a national organization of
edge. However, some of the activists
immigrant women with elected exselected for the consultation were able
ecutive members, and with full input
to challenge the process and shape
from each of the provinces. This conthe discourse to a certain extent. A
test was not short, nor straightforten member "Action" Committeewas
ward. Issues ofclassdifferenceamong
formed to continue "dialogue" with
immigrant women became apparent
the federal government. With this
as middle-dass participantswere easmove, the government was able to
ily co-opted by the workings of the
by-pass existing provincial and local
state.
networks of immigrant women and
In 1983, the Ontario Coalition of
women of colour. In hindsight, the
Visible Minority Women (OW)
construction ofthis Action Commitwas formed. This marked the first
tee was a compromise by the state.
time women of colour (both immiThe government wanted to appear to
grant and non-immigrant) came torespond to the de-legitimization of
gether in order to directly address
the National Follow-up Committee
racism and sexism. The formation of
that resulted from the powerful criocv~w
was also a symbol of grasstique of groups like W. At the
roots community workers resisting
same time, the state was able to retain
state efforts to define and control
control over the movement through
women of colour in their efforts to
another hand-picked committee.
lobby against racism and sexism.
Such struggles within the commuThe National Organization of Imnity of immigrant women show us
migrant andvisible MinorityWomen
the pervasiveness of ideological he(NOIVMW),
was formed in Winnipeg
gemony. We ourselves take an active
in 1986. Before the birth of NOIVMW,
were asked to leave. It resurficed after
the national conference of 1981when
the idea of developing a national network of immigrant women arose. At
the end of that conference,a group of
volunteers constituted themselves as
the National Follow-up Committee
on the recommendations that had
emerged.Theironly taskwas to monitor the implementation of those recommendations. In course of time,
these committee members became
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role in reproducing our subordination, not because of our psychological or moral degeneration, but because of our location within hierarchies of class and racism.
In the early 1980s,the movements
of immigrant women and women of
colour were divided. Women of wlour insisted that racism had to be
named and prioritized. Some also felt
that their organizations had to be
exclusively "of colour." Immigrant
women (including whites) felt that
their movement implicitly included
race issues and that the two submovements should be linked. Such
disagreements often became bitter.
Other than through the workofa few
community activistswho recognized
the importance of maintaining linkages, classism, sexism,and racism were
not connected in practice. Governments (at all levels) took turns engaging in back-patting exercises in order
to "cool off community anger wherever it was originating-from immigrant women or women of colour.
Reliance on government funding further accentuated feelings of competition and resentment among different
groupings of minority women.

Condusion
The stated policy and practice of
multiculturalism has successfully reproduced oppressivegender, race, and
class relations and ideologies. These
have been socially organized by a
complex mesh of state practices, hcilitated by divisions in the community.
Multiculturalismhas amounted to
a rhetorical device. Recent events
show clearly that class, gender, and
racial inequalities are being perpetuated systematically even though government has repeatedly professed the
opposite.
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THESTORY OF A

WOMAN SUSTAINED BY THE

MYSTICAL HILLS AND RIVER VALLEY THAT FORMED HER,
YET HAUNTED BY HER INNER LIFE ... FOR ALL WOMEN
WHO BELIEVE WE MUST START TELLING EACH OTHER
OUR LIVES' STORIES.
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